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THE BEACHES

THE BEACHES , 4 BEDROOMS , 4 BATHROOMS
PRICE : $1,500,000 USD

OVERVIEW

Anyone fortunate enough to fly into Nevis on one of the handful of prop plane flights that
come in each week will first get an impression of a single, jungle-clad peak that eases its
way down to an impossibly blue sea. Only when the plane is low enough can individual
places be picked out, and just before reaching the narrow strip of tarmac the last view is
of an authentic Caribbean hideaway.
A charming whitewashed bar reaches to the edge of the sea, tucked away amongst
swaying palms. And there, barely visible through the mango trees and the bright red
flowers of the flamboyant, nestles one of the oldest properties on the island. Protected
from sea surges by a barrier of boulders, the luscious garden leads directly to a sandy
beach dotted with the sunset-pink interiors of conch shells.
The house itself is enchanting. Caribbean living was always designed around light and
space, with openings to the outside so that the home can be filled with the perfume of
frangipani flowers. The Beaches embraces the traditional charms and yet has some
modern twists: there is a cheerful, spacious kitchen with solid granite counters, and it
flows to the dining area and living room with its wide glass-paneled doors leading to the
garden. A bedroom in glorious turquoise is perfectly styled for island life.

Walking through the garden leads to the restaurant and bar, a wonderful space that
offers visitors to the island a chance to experience what they came to the Caribbean for:
a classic space brushed by breezes and the scent of the sea. Looking across The
Narrows to St Kitts makes for compelling viewing, and it is the sort of place to which
people return time and time again to be a part of something that feels very real in a world
too often absorbed by fashion and flair.
The Beaches garden is filled with tropical flora: a mango tree here, a lime tree there. A
hammock idles between two trees and some beautiful pieces of driftwood coupled with
old buoys make the space into something of an art gallery.
With a house that would make either an appealing rental or a charming home for those in
search of a retreat, and a bar and restaurant that offers something that is found nowhere
else on the island, The Beaches is an ideal, unique investment opportunity.
Client Resources:
Citizenship by Investment
Buyer's Guide

AMENITIES

• Beachfront

• Ceiling Fans

• Ocean View

• Outdoor Dining

• Hammock

SALE DESCRIPTION

Component 1
Drift Restaurant is independently owned; it is not the business that is for sale, but rather the unique
premises that Drift occupies.
With seating capacity for approximately 50 patrons, the restaurant has unrivalled, uninterrupted views
across the Narrows to St Kitts. The island’s famous green flash sunsets can be seen from here, as can the
local fisherman heading home with their daily catch.
To discover more about Drift, follow this link. The full menu is shared - everything from smoked wahoo
carpaccio to a secret-ingredient Hammock Moon cocktail - along with images revealing the look and feel of
this classic Caribbean restaurant.

Features
·Dedicated parking
·Waterfront restaurant with views of the Narrows, St. Kitts and sunsets
·Popular location for dining

·Great investment opportunity

Component 2
For sale is a beachfront home that is mere steps away from the Caribbean. The current owner has built a
protective groyne structure from boulders to reduce the possibility of beach erosion.
This home is one designed to be open to the elements, created with sweeps of sunlight and cross breezes
in mind. Thought has also been given to privacy, with one of the two guest bedrooms having its own
entrance to the outdoors.
A one-bedroom cottage nestles a few steps from the main house, the approach scented by a glorious
frangipani tree, and is set to the side so as to leave the views to the sea uninterrupted.

Features
·New kitchen
·Separate, private entrance away from the restaurant
·Stand-alone one bedroom cottage
·Steps away from the beach

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Land Area : 1.0 acres

LOCATION INFORMATION

Beachfront, Nevis

GALLERY

